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INTRODUCTION

Variability in seed setting continues to be the greatest problem in

alfalfa seed production in the state of Kansas, Nevertheless the produc-

tion of alfalfa seed is big business in the state. According to Grandfield

and Franklin (1952) the average annual production of alfalfa seed in Kansas

{19hO-k9) "Was 210,000 bushels valued at from three to six million dollars

annually.

Alfalfa seed production in Kansas has been a hazardous and uncertain

farm operation. This is revealed in the reports of the Kansas State Board

of Agriculture, which show that the seed yields for the state have varied

from 19,500 bushels in 1927 to IjiiS ,000 bushels in 19i|6.

Some of the factors Tihich make the production of alfalfa seed in

Kansas so tmcertain are the amount of rainfall, the wind, and the \ieather

in general. However, even Tftien the weather is favorable there is still the

pollination and seed setting of the plant to be considered. There are still

diffei^nces of opinion regarding the relative importance of automatic and

insect tripping.

Tripping may be defined as the release of the staminal column from the

keel of the flower. The staminal column includes the style, stigma, and

part of the ovary enclosed or surrounded by the 10 stamens and diadelphous

filaments. This release must take place when the flower is in a turgid conr-

dltion and thus it is accomp>anied by an explosive force as though a spring

under tension is released.

Through the years, alfalfa seed producers have had to depend upon the

natural tripping agents, such as insects, wind and the weather in general.

Several research workers have Indicated that bees are the principal trippers



of alfalfa floirers. However, there seems to be some controversy over the

relative importance of each of the different types of bees as alfalfa flow-

er trippers.

The alfalfa flower is not easily tripped. Therefore, if the insects

are after pollen, they are apt to go to other plants irhere it may be more

easily obtained. If we must depend on insects for tripping and pollination

then ccsnpetition between alfalfa, com, sorghums, and sweet clover, or be-

tween alfalfa and wild flowers such as the sunflower, Spanish Needle, broom-

weed, smartweed, chickory, gum weed, basswood, etc, mil be a factor in de-

termining seed yield. This wooild be paiiiiciOarly true if the weather con-

ditions at the time the alfalfa is in bloom are unfavorable for insect

activity, A machine that would satisfactorily trip and cross-pollinate

alfalfa flowers would remove the risk of being short of insects at blooming

time, because of bad weather, from, among the alfalfa seed producer's many

problsDss •

There are two principal reasons why mechanical tripping of alfalfa flow^

ers lias not seemed feasible previously. New alfalfa flowers are developing

all of the time over an extended blooming period and they are in prime con-

dition for fertilization from only one to thi^e days. To trip them all at

the right tine would necessitate going over the field a large number of

times. In the second place, unless the machine were constructed so that a

large amount of crossing occurred, the self-fertilization resulting from such

tripping would cause less seed per flower and lower vigor of growth of the

resulting progeny than would result if the same flowers were cross-pollinated.

Tripping and cross-pollination are necessary for seed production, as

indicated by Tysdal (l^UO) , Bees do not work just to accomodate the seed



groover; they are trying to store food supplies for future use. Tripping is

incidental to the gathering of nectar or pollen. The bee inserts its head

into the blossom and when the blossom trips the bee's head is caught between

the standard petal and the sexual column and a mass of pollen is deposited

on the rear of the bee's head as shown in Plate I»

At the same tiiae that this mass of pollen is being deposited on the

bee's head, some foreign pollen ftom previously visited flowars will settle

on the sexual column of the flower. If foreign pollen comes in contact with

the stigma, both the foreign pollen and the flower's o«n pollen will germin-

ate} but the germ tube of the foreign pollen -will develop faster and reach

the ovule first, producing cross fertilized seed. It is in this manner that

alfalfa is normally cross-pollinated in the field.

Mechanical seed trippers have been tried frasL time to time in the hope

of overcoming seed yield fluctuations. These mechanical trippers have nev-

er proven successful. Several of the mechanical trippei^ tested have suc-

cessfully tripped the floTsers but have been unable to obtain a hi^ percent-

age of cross-pollination. Evidence from previous experiments by Tysdal

(I9h0), Brink and Cooper (19U8), Jones and Olsen (19U3)» and Silversides and

Olsen (l9iuL) appears to be quite conclusive in demonstrating that a much

higher percentage of pods and up to three times as many seeds per pod devel-

op from cross-pollinated, CCTupared with self-pollinated flowers.

Since alfalfa seed production is so important in large areas of Kansas

and since information on factors mentioned earlier was lacking for this area

a study was undeartaken to determine the feasibility of a mechanical tripper

with regard to increased production of seed and harmful or beneficial re-

sults on the plant and seed by use of a mechanical tripper.
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PLATE I



REVIEff OF LITEEATURE

Pharis and Itorati (1953) reported that a sir-ids' was undertaken to deter-

mine the effectiveness of a Ljcally built mechanical tripper and of leaf-

cutter-bees | bumble bees, and honey bees in bringing about tripping and

seed setting in alfalfa. Automatic or mechanical trifling followed by self-

pollination resulted in 31«6 percent of pod formation, and 1.7 seeds per

pod, Yiihen tripping was acccmpanied by cross-pollination 7U*8 percent of the

flcrnera formed pods and these pods contained an average of U,7 seeds. Bum-

ble and leaf-cutter-bees tripped 90,2 and 6l,0 percent, respectively, of the

floorers under observation. In both cases, the pods contained on the average

U»5 seeds iriiich is proof that these bees cross-polUnated -when they tripped

the flowers. Honey bees were not quite as effective in tripping but most

of the flowers that -were tripped by them were cross-pollinated,

A single passage over each of two fields with a tripping machine, trip-

ped 28,2 and U6,3 percent, respectively, of the flowers that were open at

the time. Of these tripped flowers, however, only a small proportion formed

seed, and the nuntoer per pod was similar to that obtained from self-pollina-

tion. No mention was made of injury to the flowers treated by the machine.

The machine was found to be ineffective in increasing alfalfa seed yields.

An article by Goff (19^2) states tiiat a new pollinating maclrine was

tried out successfully in 19^2 on l6 farms in 'Minnesota and South Dakota,

Farmers were reported to have vratched with amazement as two to three times

the usual amount of seed poured from their combines as the treated fields

were harvested.

No mention was made in this article of whether cross-pollination was

being accomplished or -jdiether most of the seed was self-pollinated. At the



time this thesis iras being prepared there was no data available on this ma-

chine as no scientific tests had been imported,

Silversides and Olsen (I9I4I) reported in 19iil that a number of mechani-

cal devices used in an effort to induce tripping on a large scale and there-

by increase seed setting met with very little success. Although the number

of flowers tripped was increased in nearly all cases, the amount of seed set

was less than in the untreated checks due, undoubtedly, to damage of the

plants and flowers by the treatment.

Mutilation of individual flcrwers appeared to have a marked effect on

seed setting. They reported, howevBr, that artificial tripping of individual

flowers followed by cross-pollination increased sharply the amount of seed

set.

Brink and Cooper (19ii8) have shovm that fertilization can occur without

tripping. Other Trorkers, Jones and Olsen (19U3), Knowles (19U3)* Pederson

and Todd (I9I4S) and Tysdal (19U0), however, have shown that insignificant

amounts of seed were produced from, tmtripped flowers under field conditions.

Though none of the machines used for mechanical tripping proved successful,

all workers agree that tripping followed by cross-pollination invariably re-

sults in an increase in seed production over comparable untripped flowers,

thus substantiating the conclusion that tripping is beneficial for seed pro-

duction.

Tysdal (I9U0) states that although tripping may not insure seed produc-

tion, at least seed will not be produced to any great extent without tidpping.

Foreign pollen is the effective agent, 80 to 98 percent of the time, in al-

falfa. In addition to the hi^er percentage of pods being formed upon cross-

polli nation, a larger number of seeds are fonsied per pod from the cross-
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pollinated than from self-pollinated flowers. Approximately 36 percent of

the self-pollinated flowers set seed pods iiith an average of 2»UU seeds per

pod. In cross-pollinated flowers 60 percent formed seed pods with an av-

erage of 3»8 seeds per pod. Considering both the percentage of flowers

forming pods and nitmber of seeds per pod, the cross-pollinated flowers pro-

duced ailmost exactly three times as mach seed,

Tysdal, Kiesselback, and Westover (19li2) state that after only one gen-

eration of self-pollination the yield of seed and forage from alfalfa had

dropped to 62 to 68 percent respectively, as compared with cross-pollinated

plants. After eight generations of selC-poll Ination the production of seed

and forage had dropped to 2$ and 37 percent respectively,

Grandfield and Franklin (19^2) have reported that honey bees were the

principal insects responsible for alfalfa seed production. They stated that

while their efficiency was low, their population in an alfalfa field in full

bloom was often very high. Survey's have shown that it was not unccsmmon to

have two to six bees per square yard. That would mean 10,000 to 30,000 bees

per acre under favorable conditions at all times through the woilcing day.

At their normal rate of visiting flowers, they would visit lliJi,000,000 to

U32,000,000 flowers per acre in one day. The honey bee will trip about two

percent of the flowers they visit.

Over a good blooming period of 20 days, a population of one bee per

square yard would trip enough flowers to make a potential production of 120

pounds of seed to the acre. This, plus other tripping that is done by wild

bees, etc. could bring the yield up to double the Kansas average of 1,28

bushels per acre. These data only emphasize the importance of having a high

bee population in alfalfa fields or of developing a mechanical means of trip-

ping the alfalfa flowers.



PLANS AND INFORmTION FOR CONSTOUCTING AND
OPEMTING MECHANICAL AIFAIfA TRIPPERS

To obtain information for this part of the investigation, a test model

of « mechanical tripper, which vrill be hereafter referred to as tlae K.S.C,

Tripper, was biiilt. The cmstruction of the K.S.C, Tripper and the related

study of other siniilar trippers revealed many of the problecB connected Tdth

mechanical tripping equipiaent. Plates II, in, and IV illustrate various

features of the K.S.C. Tripper,

Before the construction of the K.S.C. Tripper could be started it ma

necessary to decide upon a tripping nechanism. Prom reports on previously

constructed machines it -was decided that rollers covered -with a one inch lay-

er of foaa rubber would be used for this purxx)se. In order to facilitate

the passage of the vertical rollers, throiigh densely tangled alfalfa under

field conditions, it "was decided that the rollers should not be ofver six

inches in diameter and 18 inches in length.

These rollers could have been of almost any material such as irood, solid

metal or sheet metal tubes* The rollers used on the K.S.C. Tripper were made

by constructing a hollow tx4)e of sheet metal four inches in diameter. Circu-

lar steel plates were welded to both ends and a five-eighth inch cold rolled

steel round rod was placed through the centers of these plates and welded In

pOAoe, A V-belt sheave was fastened to the upper end of this round jrod so

that rubber V-belts could be used to drive the rollers. The rollers were

then cauplete except for the foam rubber covering. A sheet of foam rubber

one inch thick was purchased from a local furniture repair shop. The foam

rubber sheet was cut to size and glued around the rollers. As the rollers

themselves were four inches in diameter and the foam rubber Yias one inch
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the completely covered rollers were six inches in diameter.

The foam rubber was fastened securely in place by gluing it to the sheet

metal rollers. However, it became evident that the foam rubber was rather

easily torn so heavy canvas bands were sewn tightly around the foam ri4)ber»

This gave it an adequate amount of protection for our purposes.

After the rollers were desigied and built it was necessary to mount them

in some manner so they could be utilized. Two wire spoke wheels, resembling

bicycle wheels, were obtained and these with an angle iron framework were

used to mount the rollers in place. A V-belt sheave was attached to one

vdieel as it was planned to use the groxind wheel to sujply power for the roll-

ers. A short jackshaft and three V-belt sheaves were used to complete the

dilve from the wheel to the rollers. The speed of the rollers could be ad-

Justed by changing the diameter of the V-belt sheaves in the drive. It was

also possible to have the tiro rollers turning at different speeds by chang-

ing the size of the V-belt sheaves that controlled their speed even though

both rollers were powered froa the same ground wheel. It was determined that

the rubbing action between the two rollers idien they were turning at sli^tly

different speeds increased the tripping efficiency of the machine.

The machine as described above tripped a satisfactory percent of the

alfalfa flowers but had no provision for cross-pollination. As previously

mentioned in the introduction and in the review of literature, cross-pollina-

tion is necessary for seed production. Nearly all of the mechanical trippers

that have been constructed and tested have failed to be successful because

they could not provide for cross-pollination.

To provide for cross-pollination when the flowers were tripped by the

K.S,C, Tripper a small blower was mounted on the machine just above the
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rollers. A gasoline engine of one and one-half horsepower in size was

mounted behind the blower and used to drive the bloifer -with the aid of a

rubber V-belt, Rubber hoses were connected between the intake side of the

blower and vacuum attachments located just behind the rollers as shown in

Plate IV. IShen the blower is in operation a suction is created through

these hoses to the vacuum attachments behind the rollers. As the tripped

flowers emerge from the rollers some of the pollen grains are sucked from

the flowers up thiVDUgh the vacuum attachments and hoses into the blower.

After it was determined that it was possible to pick up some of the pollen

grains in this manner, there remained the question of ^vst what to do with

these grains of pollen.

Most of the machines that had been built up-to-date had taken an^r pol-

len that they picked up and passed it back onto the flowers that had al-

ready been tripped. After stucfering the fertilization habits of the alfalfa

flowers it seemed that this mi^t have been the wrong approach to the prob-

lem of cross-pollination. If there is no foreign pollen on the standard

petal of the alfalfa flower when the flower is tidpped its chances of ever

being cross-pollinated are greatly reduced. In the case of cross-pollina-

ticn of alfalfa by insects, this is not true as the insects have foreign

pollen on that part of their bodies iidiich is caught between the sexual col?-

unn and the standard petal. In mechanical trilling there is no way to sus-

pend these pollen grains between the standard petal and the sexual column

so the iKXt best thing is to place the pollen ©rains on the standard petal

where the sexual column will come in contact with them when the flower is

tripped. If foreign pollen could be placed on the standard petal before

tripping the flower, cross-pollination would be accomplLshed nearly 100
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percent of the time. Grandfield and Franklin (1952) stated that if the

stigma is exposed siinultaneoxisly to foreign pollen and to self-pollen, the

foreign pollen Tdll develop faster and reach the ovule before the self-

pollen. This fact works in favor of the mechanical alfalfa tripper so the

main problem of the tripper is to get foreign pollen on the floirer before

it is tripped.

In order to transfer the pollen grains from the blower to the flowers

just before thejr go into the tripping rollers, a large air chamber was con-

structed of a light gauge sheet metal, This chamber will be referred to as

the pollen chamber. The pollen chamber was constructed so that the pollen

bearing air from the blower was forced into the top of the chaniber through

a small opening and then allowed to spread out in the large chamber. This

slowed the velocity of the air enou^ to allow the pollen grains to settle

out and drift down onto -the flowers at the bottom of the pollen chamber.

In this manner it was possible to transfer the pollen picked up from

behind the tripping rollers to the flowers just in front of the rollers.

This foreign pollen on the flower before it was tripped seemed to be the

answer to the cross-pollination problem.

At an early test it was discovered that there was not enou^ traction

on the ground wheel to furnish a positive drive for the rollers so a gear

reduction system was mounted behind the engine and connected to it with a

rubber V-belt. This gear reduction system was then used as the source of

poiver to drive the rollers. This insured a positive drive and increased the

tripping efficiency of the machine.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF A IffiCHANICAL

TRIPPER ON ALFALFA FLOWIES

Equipment Used to Trip the Flowers

Just before tests were started -with the K.S.C, Tripper, another mechai>"

ical tripper that had been constructed by a private individual, became

available to be tested. It "vras decided that the two riachines would be test-

ed at the same time in the same fields. This second tripper -will be re-

ferred to in this thesis as the Chepil Tripper,

The Chepil Tripper operated on an ii!5)act principle. It consisted of a

series of paddles or beaters that oscillated on a horizontal plane at high

speeds. These paddles or beaters simply batted the alfalfa flowers back

and forth in an attempt to trip them. Since a large quantity of air -was mov-

ed by these beaters, it was thou^t that enough pollen would be scattered

over the flowers being tripped to make it unnecessary to add further pro-

visions for cross-pollination. Plates V, VI, and VII show this machine in

more detail.

Test Procedure in Tripping the Flowers

It was necessary at this time to determine just what tests were to be

made and exactly how these tests should be conducted to obtain the best pos-

sible resxdts, Dr, CO. Grandfield, Alfalfa Investigator, United States

Department of Agriculture, was veiy helpful in supplying information on the

best tests to make, Dr, H, C. Fryer, Professor of Mathematics, in charge

of the Statistical Laboratory, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State

College, was consulted on how to conduct the tests, Dr, Fryer supplied in-

formation on the number of tests, the number of plants in each test, and
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the nui±)er of times each test shotad be repeated in order for the results

to be representative.

The final test procedures to be followed in our experiments -were as

listed belowi

1. Test plots six feet wide by 100 feet long were marked off in a

field of Buffalo Alfalfa on the Agronomy Fann,

2. One hundred racemes were tagged at random in each plot that was

treated with the Chepil Tripper just before the treatment was given. As

the K^.C, Tripper treated a swath onjy about six inches in width throu^

the plot, it was necessary to keep the tagged racemes along this swath.

In order to facilitate this, a string was stretched from one end of the

plot to the other end and the 100 racemes were tagged at random from the

racemes along this string,

3. Before each treatment, all flowers that were already tripped or

were too innnature to be tripped were removed from the tagged racemes. The

number of flowers left on the racemes were counted and recorded on the tags

located on the racemes.

k» The plots were treated with one of the machines,

5, After the treatment the flowers that were tripped were counted and

recorded on the tags. All of the untripped flowers were removed frcan the

raceme. This left only the flowers that had been tripped by the machine,

6, Approximately one week after treatment the seed pods on each tagged

raceme were counted and recorded on the tags,

7, All the tagged racemes were harvested when the seed Tras mature and

the nunber of seeds per pod was determined,

8, Check plots were left at each end of the test field and between the
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test plots. The same number of racenies were tagged and checked in the

check plots. It was impossible to determine the number tripped by natur-

al neansf but it was possible to count the nuntoer of flowers at the start

of the tests and then the nunijer of these that set seed pods and the nvaa-

ber of seeds per pod.

The data to be dstennined included! ,

!• The number of untripped flowers on the raceme,

2, The number of flowers tripped by the aaachine,

3« The percent of flowers tripped,

k» The nTiniber of seed pods on each raceme,

$, The percent of all flowers that set seed pods,

, 6* The percent of the tripped flowers that set seed,

7, The average number of seeds per pod,

8, The yield of alfalfa seed in potmds per acre from the plots that

it nas possible to take yield samples from.

Information Concerning the Actual Tests

An attempt to test the K.S.C, Tripper was first made on July 6, 19^3

j

however, it soon became apparent that the roller angle cai the machine was

incorrect for proper feeding of the alfalfa into the rollers. It was also

discovered at this time that the rollers were not stable enough. One trial

test of about 20 feet was made and then the machine was retiimed to the

shops for modifications, ..

The rollers on the macliine had been mounted in such a manner that the

bottom of the rollers were about six inches in front of the top of the roll-

ers. It had been thought that the alfalfa wD\ad feed into the rollers



better Tdth them slanting in this direction, Hcwever, it was soon apparent

that this angle was too great and "the rollers were changed to a more nearly

vertical position.

One other modification iras made at this time. The one-half inch rods

through the rollers rrere replaced viith rods five-eighths of an inch in

diameter. This modification greatly increased the stability of the rollers.

At the completion of these modifications our tests were resumed on

July 10, 19^3 » The first test plot was treated with the Chepil Tripper,

The treatment consisted of going over all alfalfa in the plot once with

the beaters oscillating at lllB beats per minute. The top of the beat«p

blades was located about l6 inches above the ground, and since the blades

were eight inches wide the bottoms were about eight inches above the ground.

As the alfalfa in which we were working averaged about 12 inches in height

this s'^tting on the machine worked out the best. Nearly all the flowers

were located at a height of from eight to l6 inches.

After the treatment there appeared to be some damage to the plants.

Soma stems were broken and some of the flowers were knocked off the racemes.

The following morning this plot presented a very noticeable change in color.

Most af the flowsrs appeared wilted and faded in color. The entire plot had

the appearance of a field at tlie end of its blooming period. The alfalfa

flower seems to vdlt very fast after being tripped and in 2li to U8 hours

after tripping they have ciorled up tightly. If the flower has been ferti-

lized and is going to produce a seed pod it will curl very tightly around

the center of the flower protecting the new seed pod. If the flower was not

fertilized the petals merely curl up and then drop off oato the ground. In

either case the flovrer looses its color very shortly after tripping.
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On July 11, 19S3i test plot two -k-ras treated Tidth the Chepil Tripper.

After tagging the 100 racemes and pulling off the tripped floTrers and those

too iimnature to be tripped, the plot was treated once over with the beaters

oscillating at apja*oximate3y 7^0 beats per minute. Less danage to the

plants was apparent, but there seemed to be fewer flowers tripped due to

the slower oscillation of the beaters. Test plot three was treated as

a check plot. Test plot four was treated the same as test plot two with

the addition of another similar treatment, ten minutes after the fii^t

treatment. There seemed to be only slightly more damage to the plants than

Tirfien treated only oncej however, the percentage of flowers tripped seemed

to be no greater, ii-' >* :

Test plot five was treated the same as plot four with the addition of

a third treatment administered one week after the first two treatments.

This treatment one weel: later proved to be detr:?.mental as many of the seed

pods that had been formed as a result of the treatments the week before

were knocked off the racemes. Test plot six was treated as a check plot.

On July 12, 1953, test plots seven, eight, and ten -were treated. The

treatments of these plots were exact duplicates of the treatments on plots

two, four and five. Plot riine was used as a check plot.

Test plots 11 and 12 were treated on July 13, 1953. The K.S.C, Tripper

was used on these plots. The rollers were rotated at the same speed and

porwered by a belt drive from the ground wheel. The 100 racemes were tagged

at random from the racemes located along a tightly stretched string that

was placed through the center of the plot from one end to the other end.

It was necessary to do this as the machine could only treat a small s-wath

through the plot. By keeping the tagged racemes aDJ. in a narrow row it was
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possible to make svire t'nat all the tagged racemes passed through the trip-

ping rollers as the machine traveled through the plot. Only one treatment

Ti»s given the plots. Test plot 13 was used as a chedc plot.

On July 16, 1953> test plots IJ4., iSf I6, and 17 were treated. Plot Hi

was a duplicate of plot two and plot seven. Plots 1^ and I6 both received

the same treatnent which consisted of once over with the K,S,C. Tripper

after the speed of the rollers had been changed. One roller was rotating

at a slightly higher speed than the other one and both rollers were povrffr-

ed by a gear reduction system that was connected to the gasoUne engine used

to drive the blowsr. This resulted in a rubbing action as well as in a

pressing action on the flowers as they passed through the tripping rollers.

Test plot 17 vras treated the saiiie as test plot one ishlch consisted of

once over with the Chepil Tripper with the beaters oscillating at the high-

er speed of 1118 beats per minute,

INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE MECHANICAL TRIPPING TESTS

Chepil Tripper

The results of the mechanical tripping tests are shown in Table 1, Of

the four different treatments by the Chepil Tripper, the treatments on plots

one and 17 seemed to be the best. This treatment consisted of once over the

plot -with the beaters oscillating at the higher speed. An average of Ii9»l5

percent of the flowers were tripped and li8,85 percent of the tripped flowers

set seed pods that contained an average of 3,^2 seeds per pod.

Although these plots showed up the best, there appeared to be some me-*

chanical injury to the plants during liiis treatment. Some of the flowers

were knocked off the racemes and seme of the stems were broken. This
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treatment still appeared the best; even -with the injury to the plants.

The treatment on plots two, seven and lit showed up very nearly as well.

This Has the same treatment as described above except the beaters were os-

cillating at the sloirer speed of approximately 750 beats per minute. An

average of U7»l5 percent of the flowers irere tripped and 5i;»05 percent of

the tripped flowers set seed pods that contained on the average 3»28 seeds

per pod. The principle difference in the two plots was the number of seeds

per pod. The first treatment averaged 3,52 seeds per pod against 3 •28

seeds per pod from the second treatment. This figure is important because

of the correlation between the number of seeds per pod and the amount of

cross-pollination brought about. The naturally cross-pollinated seed in

the check plots averaged 3,65 seeds per pod. It appeared then that the

treatment with the beaters oscillating at the higher speed of lllB beats

per minute accomplished more cross-poll i iiation. Since nearly all of the

mechanical trippers that have been tested have failed because of the lack

of sufficient cross-pollination, the fact that the Chepil Tripper brought

about STich a high number of seeds per pod seemed very much in its favor.

There was very little difference between the 3,52 seeds per pod from the

Chepil Tripper and the 3,65 seeds per pod from the naturally cross-pollin-

ated check plots.

The results from the above described treatments were so close that the

best treatment may hinge upon the fact of mechanical injtary. There was more

injury to the plants when the beaters were oscillated at the higher speed.

Ifere research over a longer period of time will be needed to find out just

how much effect this injury may have on the alfalfa.

As additional treatments were added to the plots the efficiency of the

machine decreased. The results definitely show that the best treatment with
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this type of machine consisted of treating only once. The additional treat-

ments seemed to do more harm than good. It appeared that the machine knock-

ed off and damaged more flowers than it tripped on the second time over.

Where the plots were treated twice over with 10 minutes between treatments

UO.6O percent of the flowers were tripped, ^0.00 percent of the tripped

flovrers set seed pods and these seed pods contained an average of 3 .20 seeds

per pod. The lower tripping percentage was d-ue to the fact that many of the

flowers that were tripped the first tine over were knodced off the racemes

by the second treatment. The plots that were treated three times with 10

minutes between the first two treatments and the third one a week later

showed up with a still larger decrease in tripping percentage. These plots

averaged 39.90 percent of the flowers tripped, ^,70 percent of the tripped

flowers set seed pods and these seed pods averaged only 2,14.5 seeds per pod.

The additional treatments then tripped very few flowm-s for the additional

injury they brou^t about. This resulted in what appeared to be actually

lower tripping percentages becaxise scne of the flowers iaripped in the first

treatment were knocked off the racemes by the second treatment,

K.S.G. Tripper

Plots 16 and 17 show better results than plots U and 12. Plots 11 and

12 were treated once over with the K.S.G. Tripper when the tripping rollers

were rotated at the same speed and powered from a drive connected to a

ground wheel. Plots I6 and 17 were treated once over with the K.S.G, Tripper

when the tripping rollers were rotated at slightly different speeds and were

powered by a drive from a gear reduction system connected to the gasoline

engine. When the tripping rollers were pomered from the engine, the tripping
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percentage increased. The nunfcer of seeds per pod iras also increased from

2,h$ to 2.85. The fact that a rubbing action as well as a pressing action

was placed on the flowers as they passed between the rollers, when the roll-

ers were driven at different speeds, seemed to be the main reason that the

tripping efficiency was increased by over 20 percent.

The cross-pollinating effect does not seem to be qiiite as high on this

machine as on the Chepil Tripper as evidenced by the number of seeds per

pod. One beneficial effect of this machine over the Chepil Tripper was the

fact that there was little or no injury to the plants or flo?rers during

treatment by the K.S.C, Tripper,

In test plots 11 and 12 an average of 3U»1;5 percent of the flowers were

tripped with an average of 62.35 percent of the tripped flowers setting seed

pods. The miraber of seeds per pod was very low with an average of 2»16» In

test plots 15 and 16 an average of 51i.75 percent of the flowers were trii>-

ped. This was an increase of over 20 percent in tripping efficiency. An

average of 50,10 percent of the tripped flowers set seed pods and these seed

pods contained on the average 2,85 seeds per pod.

Ihen the tripping rollers were power driven and rotating at different

speeds, the K.S.C. Tripper showed the highest tripping percentage of the two

machines. It was thoTi^t at the time of the treatments that, if this ma-

chine would have been larger and taken a larger swath so that it would have

been easier to insure that all the tagged racCTies in the plot passed through

the rollers, the tripping percentage would have been still higher.

Plots 3» 6, 9, and 13 were used as check plots. One hxmdred racemes

were tagged and the tripped and immature flowers pulled off in each plot.

The tagged racemes were harvested when the tagged racemes in the test plots



were harvested. The number of seed pods and the number of seeds per pod

•were determined and recorded. An average of 12,70 percent of the floirers

left on the racemes set seed po(3s. These seed pods averaged 3*65 seeds

per pod. The high nuniber of seeds per pod emphasize the efficiency of the

bees and other natural tripping agencies -with regard to cross-pollination.

Due to the small size of the K,S,C, Tripper it was impossible to take

accurate seed yield data from the plots. An attempt to take seed yield

data frcan hoop samples (l/lOOO of an acz^) in the plots treated by the

Chepil Tripper and in the check plots did not work out satisfactorily.

There seemed to be no correlation between the seed samples. On the basis

of the tripping percentage, seed setting percentage and ntmiber of seeds

per pod, a theoretical yield was computed in seeds per 1000 flowers in the

plots. The results are presented in Table 2»

Table 2, Theoretical seed yields in seeds per 1000 flowers.

Plot

Percent of

flowers
setting
seed pods

: number of :

: flowers :

: setting :

: seed pocis :

Average !

number :

of seeds :

per pod :

Seed jdeld
in seeds
per 1000
flowers

2li.25 2I12.5 3.52 853.60

25.I1O 25U.0 3.28 833.12

20.30 203.0 3.20 6li9.60

26,20 262.0 2.1^5 6U1.90

21.05 210.5 2.U5 535.73

27.15 271.5 2.85 773.78

12.70 127.0 3.65 U63.55

1, 17

2, 7, lU

h, 8

5, 10

11, 12

IS, 16

3, 6, 9, 33
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From the computations in Table 2, it can be seen that the check plots

averaged onOy h63.^5 seeds per 1000 flowers whereas all of the treated plots

Tfere higher. The highest yield uas once over Tiith the Chepil Tripper iri-th

the beaters oscillating at the higher speed. This treatment theoretically

produced nearly tvdce the seed that -would have been received from the uiv-

treated check plots. There was an increase of from kS3,$S seeds to 853.60

seeds or an increase of 390,0^ seeds which was an increase of 81i percent.

The highest yield from the K.S.C, Tripper was on plots l5 and l6 nftiere the

alfalfa was treated once over with the rollers power driven and rotating at

different speeds. The yield was computed at 773.78 seeds per 1000 flowers

as against the check plot yield of U63.55. This was an increase of 310.23

seeds or an increase of 67 percent. The lowest yield for a treated plot

was 515.73 seeds per 1000 flowers which is still an increase of 52 .IB seeds

per 1000 flowers in the jQ-ot,

INVESTIGATION OF THE NUIvBER OF POLLEN GRADIS IJADE

AVAILABLE FOR GROSS-POLLHUTION BY THE mCHINES

Equipcient Used to Determine the Ntmfcer of Pollen

Grains Distributed by the Machines

The Chepil Tripper was used without any modifications. The K.S,G.

Tripper was modified by cutting a small door in the side of the pollen cham-

ber. This door was approximately the same height above ground as the top

of most of the alfalfa flowers. The door was hinged and a mount was con-

structed on it so that a glass slide could be fastened to it. When the door

was closed the glass slide was in the center of the air chamber directly

above the top of the alfalfa flowers.
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Regular one inch by three inch glass slides were used in this experi-

ment. The slides were coated with niiite petroleum jelly and then niped mth

a clean dry cloth. This left a very light layer of tlie petroleum jelly on

the slides. An ordinary stop tiatch nas used to time the length of exposure.

The nxmber of pollen grains on the glass slides yiere counted -with the aid

of a metallograph in the Indtistrial Engineering Departiaent's Metalltirgy

Laboratory, This machine proved veiy satisfactory for this type of work.

The direct lighting system made it easier to count the grains. Also the

machine vras equipped with a traversing mechanism on the platform that made

it possible to take readings at spaced intervals across the slide.

Procedure in Determining the Number of Pollen
Grains Distributed by the Llachines

After a few test slides were taken to determine the best procedure, it

was decided to take five slides from each machine every two hours during the

day. These readings were taken at 8:30 A.M., 10:30 A.M., 12:30 P.M., 2:30

P.M., and at li:U0 P.M. for the three days of the tests. No readin^were

taken at Us30 P.M. on the first day of the test. It was hoped that by tak-

ing these readings at different times of the day it would be possible to

determine if one part of the day might be more favorable for tidpping the

flowers.

The counts were taken at five centimeter inteiTrals by traversing tte

length of the slide using the hand screw on the metallograph to move the

slide across the lens. Fifteen counts were made on each slide. The area

of the field in the metallograpii upcai which the counts were made was then

converted to sqtiare inches and the number of pollen grains recorded per

square inch after each reading*
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All of the slides were exposed in the machines for a period of five

seconds Tuhile the machines -were traveling at a normal rate of speed

throu^ the alfalfa field. On the K.S.C. Tripper the slides were mounted

in the center of the air chamber or pollen chamber. On the Chepil Tripper

the slides were exposed by being held directly behind the beaters or blades

as they oscillated back and forth at normal rimning speed, AH of the

pollen coxints irere made ifith the Chepil Tripper beaters oscillating at the

slower speed of 7^0 beats per minute rather than at the higher speed of

111.8 beats per minute,

INTEEFRETATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE POLIEN GRAIN EXPERIMEHT

The number of pollen grains being distributed by the machines -was larg-

er than had been anticipated. The information obtained by this experiment

is shovm in Table 3»

Table 3, The ntimber of pollen grains per square inch dJ^stributed by the

mechanical trippers during a five second exposiire at different

times during the day.

Time st K.S •C, Tripper : Chepil Tripper

of day ;! 22 July : 2I4 July : 27 July : 22 JuOy : 21; July : 27 July

8130 hl2.9 238.2 276.U 730.1i 1816,2 1768.5

10:30 325.U 2li8.7 312.2 6^0,5 22Ui.5 1672.7

12t30 392,8 331.1 391,8 2513.1 1095.6 2li93.1

3»30 697,^ hh9.9 ii90.0 3852,8 1630,U 2lil3.7

U»30 307.2 I4B7.O 2199.2 1365.6

The pollen counts on the slides taken from the Chepil Tripper irere very

much higher than those taken from the K.S.C, Tripper. However, it was noted
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that on the slides taken from the Chepil Tripper the pollen grains -irere in

a great manor cases, still bunched together as though the pollen mass frcm

the flower had not been broken up. The slides from the K.S.C, Tripper, on

the other hand, shoired that the pollen masses had been broken up, as nearly

everyone of the pollen grains were separated. Plate VIII shows the pollen

grains as they appeared on the slides as the pollen counts were being made.

The results of these tests seem to support the theory that alfalfa

flowers are more easily tripped during the warmest part of the day, ]ji

general, our pollen coxints ware low in the morning, high in the middle of

the day and early afternoon, and low again late in the afternoon.

It is possible to believe that the K.S,C, Tripper may cross-pollinate

nearly as well as the Chepil Tripper even though it does not transport as

much pollen. The K.S.C. Tripper scatters each mass of pollen it trans-

ports, whereas, the Chepil Tripper transports a large amount of pollen in

masses or bunches, A large mass of pollen on one flower will still pollin-

ate only one flower, but if that mass were broken up into individual pollen

grains it would be possible to pollinate several flowers with it,

INVESTIGATION OF THE VIGOR CF THE AlfALFA PLANTS ffiODUCED FROM
THE SEED HARVESTED JBOM THE TREATED PLOTS

The seed that was harvested from the racecnes that were tagged in the

field and tripped by the machines, was planted in the greenhouse and allowed

to germinate. At six wedcs of age the plants were inspected for vigor or

lack of vigor, f-lien compared with plants produced from normally cross-

pollinated seed, the experimental seedlings showed no effect of self-pollin-

ation. Neither was it possible to distinguish between plants from plots

treated by the E,S.C. Tripper and plants from plots treated by the Chepil



Tripper. The stand, size of plants, amount of foliage, root system and

color of plants compared veiy favorably with plants from normally cross-

pollinated seed. Plates H and X show the e:!q)eriniental plants at six

weeks of age. Since it has been proven tiiat there is a very marked de-

crease in vigor due to self-pollination it was assumed that the seed from

plots treated by both machines was adequately cross-pollinated to prevent

loss of vigor.
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The practicality of using mechaiiical trippers to trip and cross-pollin-

ate alfalfa flowers for increased seed production is not fully established,

BoHi0vcr^ the following observations and conclusions are draim £rom the anal-

ysis of the research presented in this thesis,

1« Alfalfa flowers can be tripped by laechanical trippers in sufficient

quantities to increase the seed yield over natural tripping means if ade-

quate cross-pollination can be provided.

2» Both the impact type tripper, referred to in this thesis as the

Chepil Tripper, and the roller tripper referred to as the K.S.C. Tripper,

satisfactorily tripped alfalfa flowers.

3« Mechanical trippers should be used when the field is at its peak

in the blooming period because it is not possible to treat the flowers more

than once without decreasing the yield.

h* The mechanical trippers should be used during the hottest part of

the day and on a day that is bright, sunny and hot, if possible. The alfalfa

flowers trip more easily under these conditions.

5. Adequate means of cross-pollination must be provided if the machine

is to increase the yield satisfactorily. Self-pollination reduces the seed

yield and lowers the vigor of the seed produced.

6, Mechanical trippers will probably prove economical only during the

years of poor weather for insect activity or in large fields with relatively

low insect populations and activity.
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Determining the best method of harvesting legvunes is an important step

in seed production. However, the best method of harvesting that has ever

been devised will do very little good if there is no seed to harvest.

Variability in seed setting continues to be the greatest problem in al-

falfa seed production in the State of Kansas, Since alfalfa seed production

is important in large areas of Kansas and since information on mechanical

tripping iras lacking for this area, a stucty was undertaken to determine the

effectiveness of mechanical tripping.

Most people do not realize that when they look out across an alfalfa

field, purple with bloom, that the functional part of the flower is not nec-

essarily open. Alfalfa will set very little seed witJaout cross-fertiliza-

tion and practically no cross-feiiiilization can take place until this closed

part of the flower is also opened. The sexual column of the flower is held

under tension by a surrounding petal and when it is released, it springs

out with such farce against the open part of the flower that the vftiole pro-

cedure is known as tripping. Now, this brings about the question of how to

trip these flowers so that fertilization may take place.

We have had to depraid mainly on the bees to carry out this operation

for us. As the bee inserts its head into the flower to collect nectar, it

accidentally trips about two percent of the flowers it visits. If the bee

population is high and the weather is good for insect activity, there is no

problem of getting the flowers tripped. However, it is known that these

favorable combinations of bees and weather do not always exist in Kansas

duilng the blooming period, e, . ,

,

If a macthine coiold be constructed in such a way that the alfalfa flow-

ers could be tripped and cross-pollinated by it, the alfalfa seed producers



coTild depend on getting a seed yield dtiring the years of bad weather and

poor insect conditions as well as in the good years.

Several mechanical trippers have been constructed in the past but

they have failed to be successful because they did not provide for suffi-

cient cross-pollination. It does very little good to trip the flowers if

they cannot be cross-pollinated. Self-pollinated floners produce very

little seed and this would not be desirable even if it could be obtained,

as it loirers the vigor and decreases the production of forage as iiell as

the production of seed. In a normal field of alfalfa as high as 95 percent

or more of the seed produced may be cross-pollinated. For these reasons

mechanical tripping has never been advised,

A mechanical tripper was constructed here in the Agricultural Engineer^

ing shops last summer and tested along with a privately constrticted machine

cm. a field of Buffalo Alfalfa an the Agronomy Faim, Several plots six feet

wide and 100 feet long wei^ staked out and in each plot 100 racemes, from

vrtiich all pods, tripped flowera and buds were removed were tagged. This

left only untripped mature flowers on the racemes. The total nunber of

flowers was recorded on the tag and immediately after a treatiaent the floff-

ers tripped by the machine were counted and the rarafcer recorded on the tag.

All untripped flowers were removed from the raceme. One week later the

nunJDer of seed pods on each raceme was counted and recorded on the tag. All

"Uie tagged racemes were harvested and the number of seeds per pod was re-

corded.

The most favorable treatment with the K.S.C. Tripper consisted of once

over the plot with the two rollers turning slightly faster than ground

speed and with the rollers turning at different speeds. The rollers turning

at different speeds imposed a rubbing action as well as a pressing action on



the floTirers as they passed between the rollers. The machine tripped 5)i,75

percent of the flowers and 50,1 percent of the tripped flowers set seed

pods that averaged 2.85 seeds per pod.

The most favorable treatment -with the privately built, impact type

Chepil Tripper consisted of once over the plot with the beater blades os-

cillating at 1118 R.P.M, The machine tripped l»9.l5 percent of the flowers

and lj8»85 percent of the tripped flowers set seed pods. These seed pods

contained an average of 3»^2 seeds per pod which compares very favorably

with the 3*65 seeds per pod on naturally."- cross-pollinated alfalfa flowers.

It was not possible to take seed yield tests on the plots tii.pped by

the K.S,C. Tri-pper because the machine treated such a narrow swath through

the plot. An attempt was made to detenaine seed jrields in the plots treat-

ed by the Chepil Tripper but the results did not prove satisfactory. Hoop

samples of l/lOOO of an acre were taken but the results could not be cor-

related propCTly.

Several tests were made to determine the amount of pollen beiJig dis-

tributed by the machines, Glass slides covered with a thin laya* of petro-

leum jelly were ex3)osed in the area in whidi the machines did their cross-

pollinating "While the raachines yiere traveling through the field. Pollen

counts were made on these slides trith the aid of a microscope. The resxilts

showed that the Chepil Tripper was transporting more pollen in the vicinity

in which the flowers were being tripped than was the K.S.C. Tripper,

It was concluded that both machines could satisfactorily trip alfalfa

flowers and that both machines were cross-pollinating a large percentage of

the flowers that were tripped and set seed pods. The Chepil Tripper possi-

bly accomplished slightly more croes-pollination but the K.S,C. Tripper
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tripped the hi^est percentage of flowers.

The plants produced by planting seed from the treated plots showed no

effects of self-pollination. From this it was concluded -ttiat the machines

were producing seed of a comparable basis with normally cross-poUinated

seed.

The use of mechanical trippers will probably be limited to years of

poor insect activity and weather or to large fields located in areas of

low insect population.


